1. **Install label to back of handwheel**

   - **MODEL:** HWA32-26HD-XX
   - **REV:** 2
   - **S/N:** XXXXX
   - **XX = CABLE LENGTH IN DECIMETERS**
   - **XXXXX = WORK ORDER NUMBER**

   TYPE 4 - M1A424

2. **Cable length**

   - Caution: Cable lengths (XX) are in decimeters.
   - Example: HWA32-26HD-30
   - 30 = 30 DECIMETERS (3 METERS) = 10FT.

3. **Connector View from Solder side.**

   - TERMINAL, #52949, AMP (EIK00234) TYP. 6 PLS.
   - ADD BRADY WIRE MARKERS TO TERMINALS.
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**Proprietary Information**

This drawing is the property of Aerotech, Inc. and is submitted in confidence and shall not be reproduced nor disclosed to others under penalty of law.

**Tolerances on Fractions, Bore Angles**

0 to 6 ±1/32, 0.01 ± 0.03

OVER 6 ±1/64, 0.005
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